
Milton Mount Home Learning – Weekly sheet to go home 

Date: 20th April – 24th April     Year group: 5 

Level 1 – daily learning - compulsory 

Maths Reading Writing 

Daily white rose lessons –Watch the online video 

and then complete the questions OR pause the 

video and complete some of the questions as you 

go. 

Flash back 4 is a little bit like our 5-a-day, so have a 

go if you can. 

 

Remember you don’t have to print off the 

worksheet. You can write down your answers on 

paper and keep them altogether to show your 

teacher when we are back at school. 

 

We will be looking at Summer - Week 1. 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/ 

 

Day 1 – Lesson One – Make a whole. 

Can you count how many more you need to 

make one whole? You could draw out a hundred 

square to help you. 

 

Key Fact: 1m = 100 cm 

The word ‘sum’ means to add up to 

 

Day 2 – Lesson Two – Write decimals. 

On question 4, think carefully about where the 

place holders (zeros) need to go. Do they need to 

be put in all the spaces? 

 

On question 5, draw out the number counters to 

help you work it out. 

 

On question 7, what happens when you put 10 into 

one column on the place value chart. 

 

Daily reading for at least 

15 minutes per day. 

This can be online, any 

books or reading materials. 

We are monitoring 

accelerated reader each 

week and checking who 

has done some quizzes. 

 

We know some of your 

books might not be on 

accelerated reader so 

make sure you keep a log 

of the books you have 

finished.  

 

Unfortunately, we cannot 

add them on to 

accelerated reader at this 

time. 

 

 

Here is our picture for the activities this week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 1 - Sick sentences. 

Think about how you can make these sentences better.  

-using more exciting verbs (crawled, stumbled) 

-using more exciting adjectives (splintered ladder) 

- Starting the sentences in different ways (because, while, 

as, after, when) 

 

1. She approached the ladder. 

2. The ladder was creaking. 

3. The old lady felt nervous. 

4. The grass crunched under her foot. 

5. The lady went along the path. 

 

Day 2 – Personification. 

Can you write 5 sentences that describe these objects 

using personification. 

Remember, personification gives an object human actions 

or emotions e.g. The branches danced in the wind. 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/


If you are stuck on question 8, think about what 

Annie’s number could be first - there is only one 

possibility. 

 

Day 3 – Lesson Three – Compare decimals. 

‘Product’ means multiply by 

>Greater than e.g.   456 > 364 

< less than                 273 < 384 

  

Day 4 – Lesson Four – Order decimals. 

Remember when you order decimals, look at each 

place value column starting with the ones, then 

tenths, then hundredths to work out which number 

is smaller or greater. 

Ascending – smallest to greatest 

Descending – greatest to smallest. 

 

On question 8, use this information to help you. 

 
Which child can you start with first to help you work 

out the other heights? 

If you are struggling, try converting all the heights 

to cm. 

 

Day 5 – Lesson Five – Maths challenge. 

We are not sure what this is yet as it has not come 

up on the site. We are hoping it is fun! It still comes 

with some answers though so good luck! 

 

1. Stone walls 

2. Grass 

3. Clouds 

4. Ladder 

5. Sky 

 

Day 3 -Edit and correct. 

Can you correct these sentences, so they make sense? 

Remember to look out for: 

Using speech punctuation 

Correct tense 

Correct use of capital letters, full stops and question marks 

Correct use of commas to mark clauses in the sentences or 

to separate items in lists 

 

1. as the lady walked along the path she was breathless 

and tired 

2. Where will this ladder lead she wondered 

3. She trampled over the swaying leaning grass. 

4. Carefully the lady reaching out for the ladder. 

5. She sighed this is going to be difficult. 

 

Day 4 – Climbing the ladder. 

Can you write a paragraph describing her climbing the 

ladder?  

Think about including: 

-Different verbs to describe her actions e.g. stumbling, 

reaching, stetching. 

-Different ways to start sentences e.g. using conjunctions 

(because, as, while), action words (placing her foot on the 

first rung,) 3 ‘feeling’ words (alone, afraid and desperate,) 

-Thoughts from the old lady 

-Show not tell language to let the reader guess how she is 

feeling e.g. a shiver ran down her shine (scared). 

 

Remember to read through and check your writing at the 

end. 

 

Day 5 – Getting to the top! 

Draw a picture of what she sees at the top of the ladder. 



Can you write 5 sentences to describe what she sees? 

 

 


